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Reality
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Truth

is
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total of all that

of existence.
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those which enhance progress,
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which are not

is.

in

harmony with the

All,

in

harmony with

the All,
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those which retard or
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prevent progress.
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Reality

is

not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effectiveReality therefore implies not
ness of things in their relations.

Existence
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.
and its manifestation are not two different things both are one.

[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has
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many

superstitious notions in the world, of

its

and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
But
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality.
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If religion
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origin,

and science do not

agree,

it is

a certain sign that our conception of

;

The

idea of something absolutely

untenable
istence

;

is

it

Unknowable

would imply the existence

not manifested

ohne Wirklichkeit

—which

e.,

i.

is

of

is

therefore also

an object whose ex-

existence without reality;

Sein

a contradiction, an impossibility.]
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THE CONQUEST OF DEATH
" In the world
Jesus Christ said to his disciples
ye shall have tribulation, but be of good cheer, I have
:

overcome the world

!"

A

and

scientist

of death.

who had pondered over

problems and had been successful

man}' deep

in the solution of

several mysteries of nature, said with suppressed
tion
to

:

" Religion

overcome the desolateness

Why

is it

a self-delusion?

of life."

Because, he might have

answered, the ground upon which religious comfort
based,

is scientifically

untenable; yet

is it

is

sweet, be-

cause religion alone can overcome the vanity of the
world religion alone can fill the emptiness of a perish;

life that seems to consist only of troubles
and cares, the joys of which, if closely examined, are
found to be stale and unprofitable.
The Christians, it may be conceded, delude them-

able fleeting

selves

when

This faith is that of the mustard-seed. This faith
does not look behind as do all the creeds this faith
looks forward.
This faith does not anxiously cleave
to the past as do all the dogmatic confessions of faith.
The right kind of faith, the only faith which deserves
;

believing

all

the

many dogmas

that beautiful

indeed the least of

it

is

of their

But is it a self-delusion, if they have really
conquered the world, and if they face all the agonies of
death with equanimity ? Granted that their belief is
wrong, we often observe their moral courage to be of
the right kind.
They prove by their example that
death can be conquered, that we can raise ourselves
above the narrow sphere of selfishness and lead a
life that is inspired by the religious ideal of a victory
over death.
confess that

am

not a believer in the current

doctrines of the Christian churches, but at the

same

I openly declare, that I am a believer in Religion.
have no theological creed to which I adhere, I know
of no confession of faith which I would adopt, but I
have a faith, that man, without any act of self delusion, can overcome the desolateness of life he can fill
the emptiness of existence with imperishable treasures
with those treasures that are laid up in the spiritual
empire of human aspirations, where neither moth nor
rust doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break
through nor steal. I have a faith, that man can conquer
death and can build an ideal life of spiritual loftiness
upon the material existence of his being.

time
I

;

—

all

to the future.

seeds, but

when

The mustard
it is

among herbs and becometh
of the air come and lodge

grown,
a tree

the

in

branches thereof.
*
*

*

understand it, is no formula of confession, it is a moral act, it is the soaring
above the lower life of animal nature. And religicus
faith is not a belief in something that has happene 1
two thousand years ago it is neither the acceptance
nor rejection of the story of David's son born of a virgin, the pathetical story of the heroic martyr who died
at the cross and is believed to have risen from the
Religion therefore, as

I

:

grave bodily.

Religious faith

we can do our

duty, that

spirit

over matter,

is

the confidence that

we can gain the victory of
and that we can achieve the con-

quest of death.
It is

religion.

death that makes
If

it

necessary for

man

to

have

there were no death in the world,

we

would not be in need of religion. But death, the
stern messenger of eternal peace, awaits every one of
If death did not exist, we might as well think
us.
that man is born to live happily and enjoy as much as
But there is the pale
possible the pleasures of life.
phantom that hovers over us day and night. We know
not

I

the greatest

so that the birds

church.

I

name, clings

is

emo-

a sweet self-delusion that helps us

is

Dollars per Year.
Single Copies, lo Cts.

;

This is the grandest advantage of religion that it
comforts him who has religious faith, while he who has
it not, must tremble in this world of worry, of turmoil,
of struggle,

Two

but

when it will call
we do know that

us to the silent rest in the grave,
it

will call

and take us away from
away from the

the circle of our family and friends,

our activity and labors.
There are some men who live like animals from
day to day without giving a thought to death and withThat is no
out care of what may come after them.
life worthy of a human being. They do not fear death,
it is true, but not because they have conquered death.
field of

—

Like the brute they do not fear it like dumb cattle
that are driven to the shambles without knowledge,
without a consideration of their fate.
Life is a serious duty and the experiences of life
should teach us to number our days, that we may ap;

ply our hearts unto wisdom.

THE OPEN
If

you ask

me what

Religion

is,

I

say: Religion

is

the creation of a higher life and the laying up of imReligion is the conquest of
perishable treasures.
death.

AN EXHUMED SKETCH BY NATHANIEL
HAWTHORNE.
D.

;

much

made

alike to be

and affording few strong points

por-

for a general

picture."

After studying the forward cabin, with

CONWAY.

HAVE before me an interesting sketch by Nathaniel Hawthorne, written before his name had been
widely heard by the world, and which he did not conBut
sider entitled to a place in any of his volumes.
It appears
it is striking, and just now particularly so.
that in his youth, or about fifty-five years ago, he embarked on a Canadian steamboat at Ogdensburgh,
New York, and voyaged westward on Lake Ontario.
"There were three different orders of passengers
an aristocracy in the grand cabin and ladies' saloon
and, lastly, a
a commonalty in the forward cabin
multitude on the forward deck, constituting as veriThese
table a Mob as could be found in any country.
latter did not belong to that proud and independent
class among our native citizens who chance, in the
present generation, to be at the bottom of the body
politic
they were the exiles of another clime the
scum which every wind blows off the Irish shores the
pauper dregs which England flings out upon America
In our country, at large, the different ranks
melt and mingle into one another, so that it is as impossible to draw a decided line between any two contiguous classes as to divide a rainbow accurately into
its various hues.
But here the high, the middling,
and the low had classed themselves, and the laws of
the vessel rigidly kept each inferior from stepping beyond the proper limits
Here, therefore, was
something analogous to that picturesque state of society, in other countries and earlier times, when each
upper class excluded every lower one from its privileges, and when each individual was content with his
allotted position, because there was no possibility of
bettering it.
I, by paying ten dollars, instead of six
or four, had entitled myself to the aristocratic privileges of our floating community.
But, to confess the
truth, I would as willingly have been anywhere else
as in the grand cabin.
There was ^ood company, assuredly
among others a Canadian judge, with his
two daughters, whose stately beauty and bright complexions made me proud to feel that they were my
countrywomen; though I doubt whether these lovely
girls would have acknowledged that their country was
:

;

;

—
—

;

a

traits of,

I

;

some land-company in England
Frenchman, attached to the embassy at Washington and some dozen or two of our own fashionables,
running their annual round of Quebec, Montreal, the
Lakes and Springs. All were very gentlemanly and
tleman, the agent of

ladylike people, but too

AND SOME REFLECTIONS THEREON.
BV MONCURE

COURT.

—

the same as mine.
The inhabitants of the British
provinces have not yet acquired the sentiment of

brotherhood or sisterhood towards their neighbors of
the States.
Besides these, there was a Scotch gen-

class passengers,

banquet,

— Hawthorne observes the crowd

ward deck, who had no cabin

at

all,

secondcabin

first

of the for-

not even for their

"on the wide promiscuous couch of
deck," where men and women carelessly disrobed,

sleep

the

its

— feasting on relics of the

;

this

being

and lay where they could. "

A

single

lamp shed

a

dim

ray over the scene, and there was also a dusky light

from the boat's furnaces which enabled

much

me

to distin-

was allowable to look, upon,
and a good deal more than it would be'decorous to
describe
I know not what their habits might
have been in their native land but, since they quitted
it, these poor people had led such a life in the steerages of the vessels that brought them across the Atlantic, that they probably stepped ashore far ruder and
wilder beings, than they had embarked
and afterwards, thrown homeless upon the wharves of Quebec
and Montreal, and left to wander whither they might,
and subsist how they could, it was impossible for their
moral natures not to have become woefully deranged
and debased. I was grieved, also, to discern a want
of fellow-feeling among them.
They appeared, it is
true, to form one community, but connected by no
other bond than that which pervades a flock of wild
guish quite as

as

it

;

;

geese in the sky, or a herd of wild horses in the desert.

They were all going the same way, by a sort of instinct,
some loves of mutual aid and fellowship had
necessarily been established,
yet each individual was
lonely and selfish.
Even domestic ties did not in-

—

—

variably retain their hallowed strength

I found
no better comfort than in the hope and trust that it
might be with these homeless exiles, in their pas-

it was with them and all
voyage on which we had embarked
together.
As we had all our destined port, and the
skill of the steersman would suffice to bring us thither,
so had each of these poor wanderers a home in futurity
and the God above them knew where to find it.
It was cheering, also, to reflect that nothing short of
settled depravity could resist the strength of moral
influences, diffused throughout our native land
that
the stock of home-bred virtue is large enough to absorb and neutralize so much of foreign vice-; and that
the outcasts of Europe, if not by their own choice, yet
by an almost inevitable necessity, promote the welfare
of the country that receives them to its bosom."

sage through the world, as

of

us in

the

—

;

THE OREN

COURT.

1969

There is a subtle suggestiveness in Hawthorne's
remark that his enjoyment of aristocratic privileges
came by ability to pay Sio, instead of $6 or §4. In
America classes are fused' in a gold crucible. The
old Virginia aristocracy is largely pauperized at home,
and many of its chief representatives are living in New
York, making monej', while cherishing their native State
in an antiquarian wa}', by forming a society known as

managing to hold by the ears till he shall perish. The
most serious race question before us is that of the
negro.
The negro was kidnapped into this country
he has been kept out of social advantages in it and

New

senior class at Harvard, and of another as base-ball

tell for

player by Yale, indicates the universality of the color-

"The

The "Four-hundred"

Virginians."

York are the rich people.

in

Birth and breeding

;

;

has increased

—

some regions

a competitor for the soil with the race

is

Soon

cities, because, in the lapse of dogmatic differences and beliefs, the standard of value in sects has
become secular and utilitarian. The Episcopal godli-

a baptized negro

great

ness

is

profitable.

It is

rich

enough

to attract invest-

Scripture a

little

and material welfare. One may vary
and say, " I have been young and now

am

have

I

orator by the

its

negroes were imported and

sold in the colony of Virginia, the clergy claimed that

which decided

was

The

Christ's body.

free.

He was

a

member

of

planters appealed to England,

in the interest of tobacco.

of eight generations that

In the lapse

enslaved Christian has sun-

The New England Purito other motives.
came to found a religious commonwealth. Cathocame to Maryland, and their Hugenot victims to

convenient season I will call for thee."
But it is to be feared that some disasters will have
For
to occur before the convenient season arrives.

old, yet

never seen an Episcopalian forsaken

But

portant potency of the dollar that
pillar of fire, leading the

manity.

Earl}'

it

it

is

a

more im-

has become the

westward pilgrimage

of hu-

were due

Virginia, to escape oppression.

and-some minor sects sought
the

general surprise shown at

immigrations, with few exceptions,

for social

nor his seed begging bread."

lics

after the first

as to be in

and
he is still before the nation and the churches, listening
from outside to the declarations within that all men
are free and equal, and that what we do to the least
of Christ's brethren, we are doing to Christ himself.
The great Episcopal Convention in New York has just
said to him, "Go thy way for this time; at a more

ments

tans

—so rapidly,

the election of a Virginia negro as

line.

is

The

which ostracizes him.

being steadily moulded by the dollar.
The Episcopal Church is prevailing over others in the
Religion

little.

increasing

"Old Dominion" came

Quakers, Baptists,

spiritual freedom.

To

refugees from Cromwell's

reign and in another age the loyalists were followed
by the rebellious refugees. All of these old motives
for migration have ceased religious and political heretics are as free in the greater part of the Old World as
Immigration is now drawn by the dollar.
in America.
And it has become so vast that it becomes difficult to
take Hawthorne's hopeful view, that the outcasts of
Europe "by an almost inevitable necessity promote
the welfare of the country that receives them into its
bosom." The religious and political immigrant came
for the purpose of Americanizing himself, but the fortune-hunter brings his mental and moral province with
him.
The digesting power of America for discordant
races is undergoing a severe test.
It appears that our
national principle is more feeble than was once supposed.
The Irish, who crowd our shores, bring with
them a sentiment of Irish nationality, stronger than
the American sentiment of our politicians, insomuch
;

;

dered the nation, has sundered the great churches

;

deep roots. The new president
Columbia College, the Hon. Seth Low, pointed out

this trouble has

of
to

the Episcopal convention that the negroes preferred to
have their schools and churches to themselves. The

reason he gave was that the negroes desired opportuThis,
nities of promotion as teachers and preachers.
however, only shows that the nation has excluded

them from every other line of promotion.
But there is another aspect of the situation which
The negroes are almost
Mr. Low did not consider.
the only literal and primitive Christians left among us.
They really believe all that Jesus said about brotherTheir faith
hood, and meekness, and unworldliness.
has cheered this race through the long night of oppression, and that faith is as different from anything

The
taught in "white" churches as Buddhism is.
negro and the white man worship different Saviours
and look forward to different heavens. As, before the
war, for them there was "neither bond nor free" in
Christ, so now there is in Christ no "black," cerbut whether there may not be a "white" the
tainly,

—

have swallowed

never digest this Celtic lump which we
until the nation insists that Ireland
The German has
shall be expelled from its politics.
been fairly digested. Even the Jew has largely sur-

Can he recognize in
negro (unconsciously) doubts.
the great churches around him the lowly Jesus, or the
followers who love not the world, seek not their own,
turn the cheek to the smiter, mind not high things
The negroes
but condescend to men of low estate.

rendered his racial self-concentration. We may hope
that the Irish elements will be absorbed. The Chinese

are morally and religiously excluded from the "white"
And
churches, alienated by their own devoutness.

that these, for partisan ends, cater to the Irish nationality.

we

We

shall

have, so to

saj',

vomited.

The Indian we

are

the tendency

is

to

wider alienation

;

insomuch that
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they may eventually become

a people apart, like the

mediaeval Jews in Europe, with a partition ever rising
between them and the white races. It is a perilous
situation.

It

looks as

if

this prolific colored race

would

break through the fraudulent schemes
which restrain them from political domination in certain Southern States, or else that a separate empire
will have to be formed for them in our southwestern
They cannot sail on forever on the " forward
region.
ultimately

deck

the ship of state whatever their ability to

" of

buy place

the cabin, without mutiny and peril to

in

the ship.

The biographies

certainly psychologically true.

of

Newton, Pascal, Walter Scott, Gauss, and many
others, have furnished numerous examples of this intellectual rapture.

Before the invention of chloroform, patients would
sometimes endure painful operations without betraying any symptom of pain, and afterwards would declare, that they had felt nothing, having by a powerful effort of attention concentrated their thoughts upon
some subject, by which they had been completely en'

left to that and we know the
need a combined humanitarian, ethical, and
statesmanlike effort, to understand and deal with this
threatening social imperium in imperio. The problem
has been relinquished by the churches; it now belongs
to the good and wise of the nation without regard to

Slavery was

lution.

is

'

Mr. G. W. Cable thinks that the problem can be
solved by Christianity, but he forgets that the New
World has shaped Christianity after its own fashions
and interests. Nor can it be safely left to natural evo-

We

"cost.

and ecstasy, intermediate degrees are distinguishable.
Men endowed with great power of attention, can isolate themselves at will from the external world.
Inaccessible to sensations and even to pain, they temporarily live in that particular state which has been called
contemplation. The oft-quoted story of Archimedes at
the capture of Syracuse, whether true or not as fact,

political or religious parties, or creeds.

ECSTASY.

tranced.

"

martj'rs

have endured torture with perfect

which, according to their

own

confession,

they experienced no difficulty in maintaining up to the

Their entranced attention was to such a degree
absorbed by the beatific visions that were presented to
their enraptured eyes that bodily tortures did not give
them any pain."*
last.

BY TH. RIBOT.

The

Many

serenity,

more than once produced
But everywhere and always some

Political fanaticism has

which we have discussed in a
preceding number, might be termed the chronic form

the

hypertrophy of attention ecstasy being its acute
form.
It is not our purpose here to investigate ex-

further proving, that vivid and stable forms of atten-

idea

fixed

of

;

have treated

it

elsewhere,* in

its negative aspect, as
At present we are to consider it

annihilation of will.

from

positive side, as exaltation of intellect.

its

The comparison

of attention

;

plicitly,

Maury expresses himself even more

A.

saying:

rates ecstasy
in the mind.

ex-

difference of degree sepa-

from the action of forcibly fixing an idea
Contemplation implies exercise of will,

and the power
the mind.

"A simple

of

interrupting the extreme tension of

In ecstasy, which

is

contemplation carried

to its highest pitch, the will, although in the strictest

sense able to provoke the state,
to

suspend

As

it.

is

nevertheless unable

"f

in the fixed

idea, so

between the normal

* Les Maladies de la volonte, Chap. V.
1 Maiiry, Lc Sommcil et UsRH'es, p.
235.

still

depend on emotional life and on that only.
Passing by the intermediate degrees, in order to

tion

come

to ecstasy proper,

and neglecting

all

physical and psychical manifestations that

the other

accompany

this extraordinary state, let us consider exclusively a

and ecstasy is not
novel
the analogy between the two states being so
great that various authors have actually employed attention to define ecstasy.
"It is," says Berard, "a
vivid exaltation of certain ideas, which so absorb attention, that sensations are suspended, voluntary motions
arrested, and vital action itself frequently slackened."
Michda defines it as "a deep contemplation with abolition of sensibility and suspension of the locomotive
faculty."

effects.

great passion has served as the basis of support;

We

haustively this extraordinary state of the mind.

same

state

single fact, namely, extreme intellectual activity accompanied by intense concentration upon a single
idea.
This is a state of intense and circumscribed

ideation

;

all

life

is

gathered up, as

it

were, in the

thinking brain, in which a single representation absorbs everything else.

though

in

Still,

every individual

it

the state of ecstasy,

may

degree of power,

to its highest

al-

exalt the intelligence

is

nevertheless unable

cannot act in the same manner
upon a narrow and ignorant mind as upon a broad
and highly cultivated one. From the view-point of
our present subject we may, accordingly, distinguish
to

transform

it.

two categories

It

of mystics.

With

the

first

ternal event consists of the apparition of

image, around which

all

class the in-

some dominant

else revolves (as the Passion,

the Nativity, the Virgin, etc.), and which

is expressed
by a regular series of movements and speeches, as
those of Marie de Maerl, Louise Lateau, and the entrancements of Voray.
In the second category the
grand mystics the mind, after having traversed the

—

—

* Carpentei", "

Mental Pliysiology," Chap.

III.
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region of images, reaches the domain of pure ideas,

produces the

and there remains fixed. Further on, I shall attempt
to show that this higher form of ecstasy may at times
reach the state of complete, absolute monoideism, that
is, the state of perfect unity of consciousness, which
consists in a single state without any change whatever.
In order to trace this ascending progression toward
absolute unity of consciousness, of which even the
most concentrated attention is but a very faint outline, we need not have recourse to probable hypotheses, nor need we proceed theoretically and a priori.
I find
in the "Castillo interior" of Saint Theresa a
description, step by step, of this progressive concentration of consciousness, which starting from the ordinary state of diffusion, assumes the form of attention,
passes beyond the latter, and by degrees, in a few rare

dispersed consciousness into a single, confined channel.

The

cases, attains to perfect unity of intuition.
tion in question

is

present matter one good observation

better than a

is

The observation

hundred second-rate ones.*

serves, moreover, our fullest confidence.
fession

work

made

illustra-

exceptional and single, but in the

It is

de-

a con-

at the behest of the spiritual power, the

mind, and a very able observer
that well knew how to wield language to express the
finest shades of thought. Furthermore, I must request
of a very delicate

;

The work

wonvin of the
language
and ideas of her time we shall be able, however, to
translate the same into the language of contemporaneous psychology. This task I shall now attempt,
endeavoring at the same time to point out the ever increasing concentration and incessant narrowing of consciousness that we have noted, as they are described
from her own personal experience.
There exists, says she, a castle built of a solitary
diamond of matchless beauty and incomparable purity
to enter and to dwell in that castle is the supreme aim
of the mystic. This castle is within us, within our soul
we have not to step out of ourselves, to penetrate its

mind

in the

;

;

recesses; though, nevertheless, the road thereto

and

difficult.

seven stations

:

To reach
we enter

we have

is

long

through
the castle through the seven
it,

to pass

degrees of "prayer." In the preparatory stage we are
still immersed in bewildering varieties of impressions

and images
or, as I
still

should prefer

follows

The

— occupied with
its

first

to

"the

life of

translate

it,

the world";

consciousness

usual and normal course.

objective

point,

or

stage,

conscious-

;

ma-

support of articulate or audible words
consciousness is now satisfied with a series of uncertain
;

images unfolding before it.
The "prayer of recollection" {oraisoii de recueilUmenf) marks the third stage. What this means, I
must confess, slightly puzzles me. In this state I
can only perceive a still higher form of the second period, separated from it by a very subtle shade, and
appreciable only to the mystic consciousness.
Up to this point there has been activity, movement,
and effort. All our faculties are still in play now,
however, it becomes necessary "no longer to think
much, but to love much." In other words, consciousness is about to pass; from the discursive form to the
intuitive form, from plurality to unity
it tends -no
longer toward being a radiation around a fixed point,
And this
but a single state of enormous intensity.
;

;

transition

not the effect of a capricious, arbitrary

is

movement of thought left to itneeds the impulsion of a powerful love, the
"touch of divine grace," that is, the unconscious co-

self

here, a Spanish

becomes easier

terial

mystic phraseolog)' in which the observation is couched,
to forget, that

of concentration

ness, to prevent aberration, no longer requires the

will,

sixteenth century analyzes her

degree of concentration, leading the

The second stage is that of " mental prayer, " which
means, that the inwardness of thought increases internal language is substituted for external language.

the reader, not to allow himself to be led astray by the

and not

first

nor of the mere
it

;

operation of the whole being.
The " prayer of quietude
station

" brings us to the fourth
there " the soul no longer produces, but re-

;

ceives "

;

clusively

this is a state of

known

high contemplation, not ex-

to religious mystics alone.

It is

truth

appearing suddenly in its totality, imposing itself as^
such, without the long, slow process of logical demonstration.

The

fifth station,

ginning of ecstasy

;

or " prayer of union,"

but

it

is

unstable.

is

It

the beis

" the

meeting with the divine betrothed," but without last" The flowers have but half-opened
ing possession.
their calyxes, they

The

fixity of

is still
is

have only shed their first perfumes.

consciousness

liable

to

oscillations

unable to maintain

is

not as yet complete,

and deviations

itself in this

;

as yet

it
it

extraordinary, un-

natural state.
Finally

it

attains to ecstasy in

the sixth degree,

through "the prayer of rapture." The body grows
speech and respiration are suspended, the eyes
cold
the slightest motion may cause the greatest
close
The senses and faculties remain withefforts
;

;

is

reached

through "oral prayer." Which, interpreted, means,
that praying aloud, articulate speech in other words,
* It is highly probable, that one could find more of the same kind, by examining the mystic literature of different countries. The passages here
quoted are from the "Interior Castle." and a few from the "Autobiography."

Although usually one does not lose all
still " it lias happened to me to
be entirely deprived of it ; this has seldom come to
Most frepass, and has lasted but for a short time.
quently, feeling is preserved, but one experiences an
out

feeling (consciousness),
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Only four times

indefinable sort of agitation, and although one ceases

consummation

one does not fail to hear. It is like
some confused sound, coming from afar. Still, " even
this manner of hearing ceases ivlien the entrancement is

did Plotinus obtain this favor, according to Porphyrins,

who

at its highest point."

not long endure

to act outwardly,

What,

then,

is

reached by " the

the seventh and last station that

flight of the spirit "

What is

?

is

there

beyond ecstasy ? Union with God. This is accomplished " suddenly and violently .... but with such
force that

we should strive in vain to resist the impetGod has now descended into the sub-

uous onset."

stance of the soul, and becomes one with

two degrees
At
opinion, without reason.

distinction of the

it.

This

of ecstasy, is not, in
its

very abolition of consciousness

my

tirely

ex-

at least,

"And

so

I

appears to be the

gist of

her

own words

This piece of psychological evidence has enabled

solute

seen, to follow consciousness, step

monoideism.

It

b}'

degree of concentration, to ab-

enables us, moreover, to answer

which has only theoretically been settled namely. Can a state of uniform
consciousness subsist ? The testimony of certain mystics apparently justifies an answer in the affirmative.
To be sure, it is a settled and common truism, that
consciousness only exists through change
at least it
has been admitted since the time of Hobbes
"Idem
a question, frequently raised, yet
;

;

:

sent ire semper, et non sentire,

ad idem recidi/nt." But
law has been infringed in the case of a few exceptional individuals, in very rare instances and during
very short spaces of time.
In ordinary ecstasy conthis

sciousness attains to

maximum

and
intensity, but it still preserves the discursive form
it differs only in degree from
very strong attention.
The greatest mystics alone have attained, by a still
stronger effort, to absolute monoideism.
They all, in
every country, in all times, and without knowledge of
each other, have regarded perfect unity of consciousits

of constriction

:

ness, the erooat?, as the
* .Autobiography, p. 526.

their

this instability,

own way

placed without

its

necessary condi-

and the nervous elements that are

the supports and agents of this prodigious activity

cannot long bear the intense

strain.

The

individual

back to earth again, and again becomes "the
donkey a-browsing awa}' his mortal existence.

falls

LETHARGY, CATALEPSY, AND SOMNAMBULISM.
The leth.\rgic and cataleptic states are of less interest in a psychological treatise than

We shall only mention,

supreme and rarely attained

somnambulism.

that in lethargy, along with the

disappearance of sensibility, there can be produced
a peculiar muscular rigidity.
The skin can be compressed into a

The

plasticity

fold,

and perforated by a

cataleptic state

combined with

pin, without

may become
is

stiff

as a

characterized by a

The sub-

a certain rigidity.

He

remains even in
the most awkward positions in which he is placed, and
continues mechanically to perform motions imparted

ject

like a painter's

is

manikin.

to his limbs.

The

tion.

we have

is

tions of existence,

board.

:

say, that the Divinity is like a transparent

step, to its furthermost

But

declare.

in

causing pain, and the subject

diamond, supremely limpid, and much larger than the
world."* In this I can discern nothing else than a
simple rhetorical comparison, a literary metaphor. It
is, indeed, the expression of complete unity of intui-

us, as

— they

will

without form, as a perfectly empty abstraction.

Such,

Consciousness

little

its

but once, at the age of sixty

it

as due to their
unworthiness of such beatitude and the impossibility
of a finite mortal becoming infinite, is in reality explainable from psychological and physiological causes.

attained by

appear wellgrounded, upon reference to the two passages above
italicized, viz.: " It has happened to me to be entirely
deprived of feeling", and "this manner of hearing
ceases when the entrancement is at its highest point."
We might cite other passages to this effect from the
same author. It is remarkable, that in one of her
"great raptures" the Divinity appeared to her en-

in his life

Consciousness, at this extreme point, can-

which they explain

then

is

himself obtained

six years.*

highest degree, the

This interpretation

cess of unity.

of ecstasy.

between the cataleptic and the leone of degree, not of kind.
The rigidity of the limbs seems to increase with the
difference

thargic state

is

In the lethargic state the mus-

loss of sensibility.

cular contracture

normal

Dr.

state.

more than doublet that of the
Luys designates this as a transformais

tion of nerve-forces |,

as

if

the nerve-energy, which

distributed according to the

economy

of the

is

organism,

as a rule, in an equal manner, were exclusively utilized

The

to contract the muscles.

comes probable,

explanation of Luys be-

witnessed
by other experimenters also, that, the deeper the sleep
the more nerve force will be at disposal.
Thus sen-

may

sibilitj'

in consideration of the fact,

increase also.

For instance,

in the optic

nerves, anaesthesia or insensibility can in lethargj' be

replaced by hyper-aesthesia,

/.

traordinary sensibility.

Luys

Dr.

e.,

an unusual and excalls

it

nne sortr dc

hyperestliesie compensatricc.

Persons,

who

are left to themselves in a lethargic

* Poi-phyrius, " Life of Plotinus,"

Chap. X[I.
" In a series of experiments practiced upon this subject
found that one can produce a deflexion of the bent forearm in the
normal state with a weight of 10 to 12 Kilogrammes. In the state of lethargic
contracture, 20 to 25 Kilogrammes are necessary, and on this point the muscle
is not deflected, but the whole body is bent."
X " On est ameni? .\ constater qu'il y a Ifi v^ritablement un pln5nom&ne do
transformation des forces nerveuses qui se manifesto dansdescl
* Dr.

(Esther),

Luys says
I

:
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state,

awaken spontaneously, and complain

to

of

an intense sensation of cold. Some subjects have slept
longer than twenty-four hours, and it may be assumed that there is danger in the experiment.

The state of ultra lethargy shows symptoms of the
most ominous kind. A total exhaustion prevails, respiration ceases, and the pulse becomes extremely low.
All nervous activity, even the nutritive functions of regeneration, are more and more suspended.
The somnambulic state is by far the most interestbecause

ing,

displaj^s psychical peculiarities that

it

abundant parallels, not only to normal dreams
and sleep-walking, but also to the narcosis of intoxiAccordingly, the theoretical
cation, and to insanity.
afford

psychologist, not less than the practical philosopher,

the moralist, the educator and the physician of the
insane, will here find the clue to

lems

of soul-life,

and

many obscure

prob-

same time valuable hints

at the

COURT.

remains an isolated sensation.
cannot know what it means. It

We

constantl}' observe the fact, that in

and

see, hear, smell, taste,

feel as

Our visions
things we perceive

dreams we
to deal

with substantial objects.

are as real to

us in a dream as the

in the

waking

state.

does this happen

?

Physiology teaches, that a sensory impression upon
Let us suppose, that a

the skin irritates the nerve.

through the cornea upon
the retina.
The irritation is thence transferred to a
ganglion, and from the ganglion into the central gang-

few rays

have

fallen

of visual irritations,

lions

the

of light

Four

Hills, or corpora

in the optic thalamus

viz.,

place where the irritation

the anterior lobes of

quadragemina
Here,

(///).

is felt

we

(C.

(?.

suppose,

as a visual

must

Sensations are dispatched from the central ganglions

goes

The

visual sensation

Here

to the centre of vision in the cortex (p).

a multitude of old visual

The

gistered there.

on the path

exist

memories, that have been

re-

sensation that just arrived travels

of least resistance to the place

where the

cerebral cells through similar impressions are predis-

posed to receive

memories

it.

The new

sensation stimulates the

Its form fits into the
forms of certain old memories and thus it revives them,
it excites them into new life.
When the sensation has

old

of a similar kind.

been received among the memories of former sensations, and when it is felt to be the same as a special
kind of these former sensations, we call it a perception.

impressions

and

),

is

image

the

we

;

received

on the retina travel along the optic nerves through a ganglion to
the thalamus!///) as well as to

the anterior lobes of the Four
Hills (the corpora qimdragemiiia)

(C. Q.).

The intermediate

ganglion is called " the external
corpus geniculatum.'' (It appears
in the adjoined

How

it

EXPL.\NATION OF THE DIAGRAM.

we had

if

do not know and

without significance.

a perception.

to special localities of the brain.

\'ii

OF DREAMS.

RE.-\LiTV

We
is

In order to give significance to a sensation,

become

that can be turned to use in their professions.

THE
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diagram as the

internal. In reality the external
optic ganglions uorpora genicu-

lata cAlcriora) lie almost direct-

above the internal. Iftheyhad
been thus represented, the diagram could not with any distinct-

ly

ness show the connections of the
In the anterior lobes of
the FourHills or in the thalamus,

"nerves.

I

perhaps in both, sensations of
sight must be supposed to take
Details as to the latter

place.

point are not yet known. That
part of the thalamus, in which the

from the external

opti(

ngli'

an image, a

is called "pulvinar."
posterior lobes and the internal optic ganglions, which are connected
with them, act, according to Wundt, as motory agents of the organ of sight.
Guddcn has pointed out that they have no connection with sensory functions.
According to Wernicke (Lehrbuch der Cehirn-Krankluitcti I, p 70, et seqq.)

sound, a touch, a smell, or a taste that has become
If a visual sensation is called an image, we

the band of white fibres which connects the Four Hills as well as the pulvinar
of the thalamus with the cortical centre of vision must be considered as a
continuation of the optic nerves. It is the path tor the transmission of visual

now

call

it

Accordingly a sensation

phenomenon upon

is

the sensed effect of

a sentient being

;

it is

some

conscious.

must bear

in

imprint, but

mind

it is

that

the

it is

sum

not a passive or inactive

of all the

movements and

of

memorial residua, made by the organ of sight
order to map out the outline, the form, and other

their
in

qualities of an object.
It

would be incorrect

to say that the

elements

of a

sensation are motions of the sensory nerves, for besides the motions there

is

another element

in sensation

which we call feeling. We call the whole process sensation and by feeling we understand that passive element which accompanies sensory movement, and which
is known by experience to every sentient creature.
Although a sensation may be full}' accompanied with
consciousness,

it

is

immerge.

The

a sensation.

without value to us so long as

it

sensations to the cortical centre of vision.

The distinction which we make between sensation
and perception will be elucidated by an experiment
made by Prof. Munk. A dog whose centre of vision
was extirpated had lost all visual memories of the past.
He had not, however, lost the power of sight his vis;

ual sensations were apparently uninjured, but they are
to him as though all his former experiences,
gained through sight, had been wiped out.

new

Prof.
.

.

.

.

Munk

says

:

sides at the place A, (Fig. p. 1974),

day

dog on both
and when, on the third or fifth

" After e.\tirpating the cerebral cortex of a

after the lesion, the

inflammatory reaction

is

past, the hearing,

smell, taste, motion, sensation, etc., of the animal

any abnormity whatever

;

do not present

only in the domain of the visual sense
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we struck by a peculiar kind of perturbation. The dog will
move about freely and easily whether in the house or in the garden, without ever running against an object, and if we heap up
are

obstacles in his path, he will regularly avoid them, or

if

they can-

not be avoided, he skillfully o%'ercomes them, by creeping through,
for example, beneath a foot-stool, by carefully leaping across the

body of any animal obstructing his
beings, which formerly he used to
jreet with joy, now leaves him indifferent, and likewise indifferent
The restof
the
whom
he was wont to play.
the sight
dogs with
less and rapid movements he executes, are prompted by hunger
and thirst, and yet howsoever keenly the latter are felt, he no
longer as of old hunts about the corners of the room, where he
used to find his food, and if we place a plate of food and a dish of
water in the middle of his path, he again and again turns away
and takes no notice of them. Food, when held up before his eyes,
leaves him unmoved, so long he does not smell it. A finger or lighted
match, when brought near to his eyes, no longer causes him to blink.
foot of his master or over the

way.

But the

sight of

human

DOG, ACCORDI-NG TO
A, Centre of vision.

COURT.
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mechanism
animal

will

and the speaking

abstract thought

of

be a rational being.

COURT.

is felt in

whole

'975

the big toe even after the amputation of the

leg, as

foot

if

with the body.

and toe were

In fact, the pain

vision of a dream.

But the cause

interpreted, and so

is

in

still

of

connection

and so is the
the pain is wrongly

is

real

the cause of a vision.

Let us suppose, that the enemy of a certain country
had been able to bribe the telegraph-operators, and
the latter had sent to the capital a spurious dispatch
about some great victory. Would not in this case the
report of the victory, the joyous celebration and measures taken in consequence thereof, be just as real and
positive, as

if

the victory were true

?

When

the sen-

sory organs in their totality or in part remain inactive,

and the central organs are

motion through inbe precisely the
the incitement had come from the sense-

ternal incitements,
X, Sensory centre of speech
ax. Line of acoustic transmissions
y, Motory centre of speech
y m. Line of motor impulses to the
f s. Fissure of Sylvius
muscles of speech.
We add that x is associated with other centres of the cortex, for instance
with v, the centre of vision. With the sound of the word dog, all the visual
memories of dogs which we have seen are awakened.
;

;

same

as

if

set into

the result will

;

;

Physiology has taught us that our perceptions do
not take place in our sense-organs but in the hemi-

spheres of the cortex

;

they are the combined result of

organs.

Every recollection that

a

former sensory impressions.

man

has,

comparison with the present sensation,
dim.

Nevertheless

image

of a

memory

it is

is

is

Certainly,

a real image.

an image of
it is

weak

in

faded and
And when the

it is

revived not by mere association

but through the same

the present state of conscious sensations and of old

through commissural

memories with which they can be associated. This
explains easily why hallucinations and dreams must

sensory

fibres,

sations,

it is

naturally appear no less real than the sensations in the

and as present as a real object.
Maury has sought by experiment to produce dreams
He begged a friend to remain beof a certain kind.*
side him in the evening, and as soon as he fell asleep to
excite certain sensations in him, without telling what
they were to be, and to wake him after giving him
On one occasion eau-de-cologne was
time to dream.
given to him to smell he dreamed that he was in a
perfumer's shop, then the idea of the perfume aroused
that of the East, and he dreamed that he was in Jean
Farina's shop at Cairo. The nape of his neck was gently
pinched, and he dreamed that a blister was applied to
mind the physician who had atit, which recalled to
tended him in childhood. When a hot iron was brought
When he was
near his face he dreamed of stokers.

normal
It is

state of

waking consciousness.

but in agreement with

the other facts of

all

nervous activity that, if a sensory fibre is irritated in
sleep (be it by an internal or an external cause), and if
the irritation

is

transmitted to

its

cortical

centre,

it

former memories
in the same way as a sensation does. This re-awakening is perceived as a present sensation, and not being
contradicted by the testimony of any of the senses, it
appears as real.
Indeed it is (considered as a percept) as real as a sensed perception can be. It is produced by the same organs in the very same place.
We have been taught by experience to find the
corresponding objects of our sense-percepts outside of
will

produce there a re-awakening

ourselves.
their

Thus they

supposed

origin.

are projected to the place of
Is

it

not quite as natural that

dream-visions should be treated

They

of

in the

same manner?

are projected to a place where their origin under

normal circumstances must be supposed to be.
An irritation at any place along the whole line of a
sensory nerve-fibre produces a sensation which is imTo
agined to take place at the origin of the nerve.
even if
that point the irritation is always projected
If a special
that part of the nerve no longer exists.
nerve in the stump of a limb or along the line of the
nerve up to its cortical centre is hurt, the pain appears as real and at the same time is as distinctly specified or localized in the missing limb as if the latter

—

still

existed.

An

irritation in the

nerve of the big toe

fibres,

waking state transmit senbut natural that the image will appear as
which

in the

vivid

;

asleep on another occasion, a person present ordered
in a loud voice to take a match, and he dreamed

him

own accord he went to find one.
appears as a natural consequence of this view that
we can dream such things only as we have experienced.
that of his
It

Our dreams
our

memory

are confined to the materials stored up in
yet this material can be so rearranged, it
;

can so appear in new combinations, that we may sometimes be astonished at the originality of our dreams.

Thewealth of intellectual life also depends upon the
memories hoarded up in the hemispheres. The
sensations which we receive at present and which bestore of

come conscious in our mind, derive all their significance from their associations with former sensations.
*

Maury, Sommeil

et Rives, p. 127.
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When we

see an old friend of ours and hear his

not the present sensation alone that excites
His appearance and the timbre of his voice are
us.
recognized as identical with old memories, and may

words,

it is

thus arouse a storm of awakening recollections in all
the corners of our brain. How many memories of olden
times have been, as it were, asleep in our mind, but

moment, when by some association they are con-

in a

nected with the present state of consciousness, they
rise like spirits from the depths of unconscious existlike spirits and yet in such a vivid manner
ence,
that the past seems to become present and the imagin-

—

and

real.

if it is

so

when viewed

in the light of

human

Wherever celibacy has been general, has it not always resulted
debauchery and promiscuity ? Take for one single example
the effect of celibacy in the Catholic church and among all asDid even Saint Augustine escape its effects ? The chief
cetics.
interrogator in his dialogues was his natural son, whom he called
Lecky, in his History of European Morals, (Vol.
the gift of God.
II, p.

123, etc.,) after

an account of the miseries and joys of an

ascetic life in the fourth

says

and

fifth centuries,

and subsequently,
life and teach-

" Religion assumed, under the conception of

:

the business of the saint
ings of the Fathers, a very sombre hue
was to eradicate a natural appetite and to attain a condition that
was emphatically abnormal. The consequence of this was, first
;

all,

a very deep sense of the innate depravity of sex-desire

therefore the business of the saint was to eradicate

Goethe describes the awakening of old memories
most beautifully in his dedication of Faust. In his
old age thinking of the beloved ones of his youth,

it

;

;

the su-

preme value placed by them on virginity and celibacy led to the
belief that marriage was an inferior state and a condition of degra(This

dation."

"We

is

must,"

the teaching of the Catholic church of to-day.)
St.

Jerome

declares,

:

virginity the

I find ye
Again ye come, ye hovering Forms
As early to my clouded sight ye slione
bind ye ?
to
seize
and
attempt
this
once
Shall I
Still o'er my heart is that illusion thrown ?
assigned
the
reign
more
near
Then
be
crowd
Ye
And sway me from your misty shado/?y zone
My bosom thrills, with youthful passion shaken.
From magic airs that round your march awaken.

nature

history.

in

of

ary appears as

Gcethe says

COURT.
Let us see

wood

of marriage,

and

if

"cut down by the axe of
mar-

saints consent to praise

!

it is because it produces virgins."
This doctrine had the most deadly

riage

!

on individual and
"the monasteries and
nunneries of Italy had eaten out its vitals, and together with
its wars had left no one but idiots and imbeciles to beget chilnational

ye,

!

!

;

•

;

Life tracks his devious labyrinthine chain.

And names the Good whose cheating fortune tore them
From happy hours, and left me to deplore them.

while the memories

become

reality again.

these lines

of the

of the poet disappear,

mind and

past rise in his

Gcethe concludes the poem with

I

1

effect

that

asserts,

France and Spain have suffered from a like cause. Germany
and England are to-day the superiors of those nations, and all because Protestantism has taught them truer and more rational conceptions of life and its duties.
The effect of celibacy on the Catholic Priesthood has been to
produce a character of deadly faults combined with noble excellences.
Prohibited from forming sympathetic ties which soften
and expand one's nature, the Priest, in consequence, has been, in
past and present ages, conspicuous for fierce and sanguinary fanaticism, and for indifference towards all interests except those of
Asceticism has had a deteriorating effect on the individual and

lying.

undying.

These stanzas are not mere figures

of

They

speech.

depict the awakening of old memories as they rise in

mind

Hugo

the church.

:

What possess see far distant
And what I lost, grows real and

the

Victor

dren."

Of joyous days ye bring the blissful vision
The dear, familiar phantoms rise again,
And, like an old and half-extinct tradition.
First Love returns, with Friendship in his train.
Renewed is Pain With mournful repetition

The present surroundings

life.

of the poet gradually filling the actual present

on purity of mind. As Lecky describes it, " In the ghastly gloom
By fasting,
of his cell, forms of lust appear to haunt the hermit.
abstinence, and continence, his imagination is strained to the utmost and depicts to him shady groves, soft, voluptuous gardens,

sexual

with groups of dancing girls, upon whose undulating limbs
and wanton smiles he fondly dwells the sweet songs of his youthful days come floating to his ears
the soft eyes of youthful maidens answer love with love, and he feels that in their arms he
could find rest, but in the loneliness of his cell he can find no
peace for his soul." Surely, the coarseness of Luther was better
than the purity of such saints.
In all ages and among all races celibacy has debased the mind
if not the morals.
The morality of Mahomet was perfect and yet
it was while a celibate that he depicted the Houri, and the joys of
the lascivious heaven that awaited the followers of his faith, in the
next world, and it was the brain of an unmarried woman that gave
birth to "The Quick and the Dead."
It may be safely asserted
that the writers who have corrupted the morals and debased the

of the race.

heart of their youthful readers, have been, as a rule, celibates.

recognized that in the discussion of such questions mere enthusiasm or preconceived ideas had no place, and that our propo-

Faust, Wilhelm Meister, Elective Affinities, The Sorrows of ]Vertlier,

filled

with their

reality.

p.

c.

;

CORRESPONDENCE.
MARRIAGE

VS. CELIBACY.

A REPLY TO

To

the Editor

of

;

D.

C.

The Open Court

LUCE.

:

The proposition contended for in "Celibacy and its Effects,
was that celibacy palsied the heart and dwarfed the intellect,
and that the celibacy of the intellectual cI'iIl- was a public ca-

etc.,"

lamity.

Incidentally

we claimed

that to

woman was due

sexual selection, and that, as Darwin says,
selection

more than environment

for the

the honor of

we must look

improvement

to

We

must find support in something firmly rooted in human
nature, and therefore relied on history, observation, and experience, and the data of medical writers to the effect that body and
brain are one, and that neglect or injury to either affects both.
Mr. Luce says, " To assert that celibacy deteriorates the hu-

sition

man

family

is

certainly talking at random."

Gcethe

is

certainly not a safe guide.

It is

doubtful whether his

have not done more harm than good to the young. Many of the
early English dramatists, though men of undoubted genies, so
tinged their plays with the color and coarseness of their celibate
life, that their works are not fit reading to-day.
Marlowe, the
greatest of them all, was killed while defending a drab whom he
loved
and who that reads his Fatisliis, and Je-.v of Ma /In, would
;

THE ORKN
not see that they were the product of an irregular

COURT.

woman,

and of a
brain made mad by debauchery,
Shakespeare married when he
was eighteen and while, in his dramas, he has the plain speaking
of his age, he is never positively coarse.
Guizot, in his Cii'i/izntion in Modern Enrope, says, " It was as
wife and mother, that the feudal Saxon baron, imprisoned in his

came

learned the value of woman." John Stuart Mill, truly
wrote in his " Subjection of Woman," " the man who only knows

Shelley, while his

life

;

through his amatory sense, has no true idea of her worth
and character." Mommsen in his Roman History thus enforces
"

While the citizens of Greece and Rome led a
strict and serious life, and kept their households simple and virtuous, and unflinchingly bore their part in public affairs, and while
the glory and might of the community was felt by every individual

same

the

truth.

as a personal possession, to be transmitted to their sons, these

countries remained powerful, but,

when

grew lax,
and marriage became unfashionable, and ambitious, and accomplished women became avowed courtezans, then came the downfall of Greece and Rome.
Grote, Macaulay, Green, Freeman, Lamartine, Guizot, Taine,
all tell the same story as to the periods of which they wrote, where
the family and marriage were held in contempt, for, without marriage there cannot be for the majority purity of life.
As Dr. Rainsford, of St. George's church, said in a recent
lecture on "Social Impurity," " Th's sin is the sphinx to whom the
flower of our youth is each year sacrificed." Phillips Brookes, in
the recent episcopal convention held in

social morality

New

York, while discuss-

ing the attitude of his church on the question of divorce, said, "

must not make

Bebel, in his book,

account of the disastrous
of

GermShy and

we

too difficult for people to get married."

it

entitled

"Woman,"

many

parts

where the laws and public
In Bavaria vice runs

and, as a consequence, marriages are usually barren, for a

riot,

too early indulgence in sex-affection, or where one has spent his
early

manhood

in the

Augean

stables of the world, he has

become

litical Justice, "

lived in

marry

The

named by Mr. Luce

celibates

men

we do not
Hume, and

as distinguished,

of genius, barring Michael Angelo,

Michael Angelo, though he never married, came under the

in-

fluence of the high-born, gifted, and beautiful Vittoria Colonna

;

with her he spent the happiest days of his life, and when he stood
mourning by her lifeless clay, he said, " I was born a rough model,

and it was for thee to reform
Swedenborg, " The Lord has
of man and bestowed them
united to this beauty and this

when he

;

Thus we

is

and remake me." In the words of
taken the beauty and grace of the life
upon woman when man is not regrace of his life, he is harsh, sad, and
re-united to them he is joyful and complete."

Mary

in his day.

Wollstonecraft,

He first

whom

the wife of the poet Shelley.

It

is

a justifiable inference that

wife was

daughter's flight with

this

was but a yielding to
her inherited impulse, for the empire of the dead over the living,
saysComte,

sum

is

first

alive,

still

constantly increasing, or as

J. S.

Mill puts

"

it,

The

of our desires are all

the desires of our ancestors plus our
own." Binet, too, regards heredity as nothing more than a " preservative force, a memory of the species."

But hear what Godwin wrote to a maiden lady of marriage,
had married " Do not go out of life without ever having
known what life is. Celibacy contracts and palsies the mind, and
shuts us out from the most valuable topics of experience,
the
sentiments of mutual and equal affection and paternal love these
only are competent of unlocking the heart and expanding the
after he

;

—

;

sentiments."

Mr Luce

is

evidently a disciple of Malthus, for in his defense
" He who refrains from wedlock and father-

of Celibacy he writes

hood cannot,

;

overcrowded state of the globe, be charged with
violation of his duty to his fellow men."

We

in the

believe that a man's

first

duty

is

to himself

the globe can

;

Of course, there is an intimate, though generally unnoticed relation between the extent of the wage-fund and
the cheapness of food, and the morality of a nation
low wages,
scarcity and dearness of food are causes of immorality.
This fact
is proven by Prof. Gould of Cornell Univensity, who also shows
take care of

itself.

that,

says,

when marriages are fewest, crime is most prevalent.
If we take the average price of food for each year
'

'

century and place

it

purpose, opposite that year,

marriages

in the

next column, the

number

is

number

of illegitimate births in

of crimes in the next, each opposite to

the year of their occurrence,

food

He
of a

column of a table, prepared for the
and, if we then place the number of

in the first

we

when

shall find

that in the year

number

of marriages occur,

the cheapest, the greatest

and

see that love, like fire in the veins of the earth,

is

always

It was the death of the lady to whom Dr. Miihlenburg was engaged that inspired in him the beautiful hymn, " I would not live

alway."
Phillips Brookes

is

a bachelor, because the course of his true

love did not run smooth.

Mary

On

the contrary,

when food

dearest there are the fewest

is

number and malignancy."
in " Principles of

principle of Malthus, as laid

tion," that

the increase of food

arithmetical ratio,

down

maybe

while population

Popula-

said to take place in

an

increases in a geometrical,

was an incorrect deduction, although there have been periods
in the economic history of the world when this assertion might be
conditionally true.

Mr. Luce's assertion that the greatest criminals are supplied
from the ranks of the married, is explained by the fact that the
married constitute the great majority. That married women have
shown cruelty and ferocity, is due, to a large extent, to the unkindness, neglect, and infidelities of man.
The motives which
urged Clytemnestra to the murder of Agamemnon, were revenge
for the killing of her daughter, resentment for her husband's
breaches of conjugal duty, and her jealousy of Cassandra
her
love for /Egisthus was, we think, but a secondary motive.
;

Modjeska says,
are because she is deficient in the maternal instinct, and that this
will be remedied when she becomes a wife and mother.
The Carey sisters had some humor and pathos, but their genius
never took a high flight nor kept long on the wing.
Their best
productions cannot compare with the Portuguese sonnets and many
other poems of Elizabeth Barrett, written after she became Mrs.
Browning.
It was the notion that a man of genius should lead the life of
a celibate, or, if he condescended to form any relations with a
limitations of

mitted.

marriages, and crimes increase, both in

The

;

detected in some crevice of a great man's destiny.

The

and regarded as a great thinker

relation with

there are the fewest illegitimate births and the fewest crimes com-

Humboldt.

sullen

until

ties of

he did not
just before the birth of their daughter Mary, who be-

illicit

the next, and the

incapacitated for fatherhood.

recognize as

it

;

gives an appalling

marriages in

effect of deferred

particularly in Bavaria,

opinion were strongly against early unions.

1977

must not be by

marriage, that brought misery
and disgrace upon the family of William Godwin, author of " Po-

castle,

woman

that

.Anderson's genius,

If it were conceded that the cares of a family and the broils
and troubles of domestic life in some instances hampered and
handicapped a man, and prevented him from great achievements,
yet even those obstacles and trials are more stimulating to one's
It is not to be quesgenius than the dead calm of single life.
tioned but that the weight of wife and children may often keep a
gifted man from pursuing favorite studies and from reaching success quickly, but we know that in the long run he is the gainer,
and is in the position that when success is achieved, he will not

•

THE OPEN
have to say with Dr. Johnson, " Success
too old to enjoy

Celibacy

it,

and too

came

me when

to

was

still

clings to

offer to every
the English Universities, who, to quote Galton,
man who shows intellectual powers of the kind they delight to
'

'

honor, an income of from one to two hundred pounds a year, free

way of board and society,
on account of his ability, and say to him, Enjoy it all your life,
if you like, we exact no conditions to your continuing to hold it,
but one, namely that you shall not marry.' " Max Miiller, knowing of this condition, was about to resign his fellowship when he
iiiarried, but Oxford, rather than lose so great a man, exempted
him from the condition. The effect of this monastic spirit united
lodgings and various advantages in the

'

:

with the extreme conservatism of both Oxford and Cambridge, has
been to keep each of them far in the rear of the religious and scithink that in marriage

to

is

be found the "chart of the

passionate current," and that with love at the helm and the child
as an anchor, the married can safely voyage through

warm and

life.

when

In the joyous morning then of the affections,
is

the heart

the desire for the companionship of the other sex

strong within us,

is

each in a calm and sober mind and without

let

fear of consequences, unite with the one he loves.

nology.

;

and German political professors' logical and convincing arrangement of facts
Wifhal, England, and England's just aggrandisement,
is

— England's

reinstatement into international importance,

the key-note of the book.

It is

imbued with a laudable

patriot-

ism, and filled with a lofty and deserved admiration for the institutions that

have made England

and her past

great,

In this

glorious.

Mr. Drage is at his best he has shown much more art in his enthusiastic and effective description of an Eton-Winchester cricket;

match, than in the development of certain other episodical incid-

duced lengthy monologues and varied topographical sketches. The
characters, at least the prominent ones, are perfect in their mental
and material equipment. This, we think, frequently leads to suprarealistic positions and predicaments but when an ideal is at stake
we are constrained to pardon any departure from likelihood and
must grant the author every freedom that facility of presentment
demands. And Mr. Drage's ideals are, without exaggeration, noble
they are portrayed with earnestness, enthusiasm, and fervor contact with them is elevating.
;

;

"Sant' Ilario

As no character, however perfect, can embody perfection, we
have not claimed that the married possess all the cardinal virtues.
All we have sought to prove is that marriage produces those
qualities in the race which are the most widely useful to the individual and mankind.
Susan B. Channing.
York, Nov., 18S9.

" is

The

a novel of action, not of character.

events are prepared, the development hit upon, and the personages

made

a disease, a fever in the blood.

New

deals intelligently with comparative politics, although

attitude

the

;

is

It

assumed with reference to the political methods of
modern German Empire there is a certain bias discernible,
adduced no doubt by the careful study of modern political history
in the

;

Marriage is a moral relation and should never be entered into
mercenary ends prostitution is the subordination of the sexinstinct to gain.
We should imitate our ancient Saxon ancestors,
who had no amorous songs love to them was a promise, a devotion, a duty.
Such love is an all-embracing warmth, while passion
for

and national manners occupying the largest part of
it is a veritable treatise on European Eth-

In this sense

ents of his story, into the thrilling parts of which are often intro-

entific progress of the age.

We

tional politics,

the book.

solitary to impart it."

a relic of that monastic spirit that

is

I

COURT.

to

conform

to

whatever circumstances

continually telling us, that so and so

The author

arise.

—

ment

impossible here

is

the characters have no character,

;

are not disappointed at anything that occurs.
'
'

true history of the Saracinesca "

is

in

The

and we

scene of this

and about Rome,

at the

of the difficulties between Garibaldi, the Pope, and the Italian

HE SHOULD COME.

IF

ernment. The

He

should

come

in

skies.

And walk about as He did then
Among the busy throngs of men.
And call them to the Last Assize,
Would not He meet incredulous
And pity or amused surprise
From every Christian citizen
If He should come ?

The

To

Him

He

their foreheads.

Says Mr. Peck

vhen

:

Allen

&

is

later years

omitted

Third Edition.

Co., 13 Waterloo Place, Pall Mall,

;

MacMillan &

in the distribution of

;

Eng-

the greater part of his

scarcely a country in

scenes of action

;

its

ap-

But

it

may

not prove well suited

In that case it will be better
and if not read in this century may be in
the next." Nor is Mr. Peck conciliatory
he says " That it [the
book] will meet with hostile criticism from those who fail to apprehend its best meaning, is quite likely."
The author begins with "the Reliable and Unreliable in
Thought"; " the Reliable " is Science, the Unreliable isConjecture
to

state of opinion.

a later one,

or Nescience.

phy

the work of a young, intelligent, and ambitious

upon the Continent

"This book makes

;

Geoffrey Drage.

The author has apparently spent

lishman.

his Preface:

;

to the present

Sant' Ilario. By F. Marion Crn-u/orJ. London
Co.
Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co.
Cyril

in

evolved to supply that demand.

should come.

By

Price, $1.50.

pearance because the existing stage of social evolution demands
something not yet possessed and it is one of the many things

to the cross again.

Novel.

painted

;

Lafayette Place.

BOOK REVIEWS.
A Romantic
London W. H.
S. W.

skillfully

rise,

adapted

Cyril.

is

;

spoke, with sympathetic sighs.
If

aristocracy

;

The Kingdom of the Unselfish or. The Empire of the Wise.
By John Lord Peck. New York Empire Book Bureau, 28

his lashings of their lies,

nail

But merely tap

He

ey£s

Scribes and Pharisees would not

Stung by

Roman

the

in

;

such a guise

As once He wore 'neath Judah's

life of

time

Gov-

sombre colors an occasional fling at English society is
indulged in
and oftentimes the author attempts a bit of psychological analysis, dabbling with the law of association, and venturing
an historical sketch of the growth and evolution of conscience.
There is love, jealousy, and sweet reconciliation, villainy, forgery,
magnanimity, and murder in the book. The tone is healthy, the
sentiment ethical
Moreover, though much is unclear and much
disappointing, the book is interesting.
^KpK.
though

BY WILLIAM HERBERT CARRUTH,
If

is

such and such a kind of
person particularly when it is necessary to adapt the person in
question to a given complication of facts.
Inconsistency of treatis

Europe

is

national traits, na-

— such

:

Tradition, revelation, dogma, speculative philoso-

are conjecture

;

positive knowledge, based

served facts and laws generalized therefrom

— such

is

upon ob-

science.

The

Reliable and the Unreliable, Science and Religion, are to be harmonized. The organon of the process, the instrument of criticism,
is

Science

;

nevertheless, the good of Religion and

Philosophy

is

THE OPEN
Mr. Peck

not to be destroyed.

feeling originates"

altruistic

through various forms into a

explains "

first

how

"then

final

stage of complete unselfish-

its

evolution

The ultimate purpose of the whole investigation is,
through the achievement of the Unselfish Condition to preface the
beginning of that Ideal Society which is alike the object of th
ness ....

and the secularist."

religionist

"God

moral perfection.
all

human

Religion

is

the aspiration after

the Spirit of Good, which lives in

is

hearts everywhere throughout the race in

all

times and

originates with the

Matthew Arnold's 'power not ourselves'
irhtelligence, increases with evolution and

longs most to those

who

places," etc.

;

it is

;

"

it

be-

possess, not the largest quantity, but the

"When

highest order, of knowledge."

the individual reaches a

point of development where he can surrender the last item of his

dearly-beloved selfishness in obedience to this Power, represented

and speaking through, his own conscience, then he will know
will know what it is to be a Son of God, begotten of the
and destined to a high condition of happiness of indefinite
duration.
He will have entered into the Empire of the Wise, and
will begin to realize from experience how much of beauty, and
glory and blessedness is possible to a perfected humanity." /'/c/i/v.

in,

God,

Spirit,

A

careful

and instructive review

of the

new Century

Diction-

ary will be found in the current Atlantic JMontlih'.
"
is

The Early Career

the chief

American Histojy.
of New York, have published a
(Warsaw, Russia) " Attempt towards

Henry Holt and Company,
an International Language."

The plan appears very

Freidenker-Almanacli for 1889 contains

of instructive reading

its

and valuable information

and quotations are throughout
Milwaukee, Wis.).

usual abundance

The

selections

of 28 Lafayette place, N. Y.

cents.

The Rei-ne Scientijique (edited by M. Charles Richet, in
Boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris), of Nov. gth, contains a lucid
exposition of M. Charles Henry's mathematical theory of expression, "Contrast, Rythm, Measure," by J. Hericourt, and an inAcquired Lef t-handedness.
teresting letter by M. Ch Fere, upon
'

'

tific

that the Rei'ue will find

trust

The

many

readers

among

the scien-

solid character of its contributions

all.

Dr. George M. Gould, in the December Forum, discusses the
question, " Is Medicine a Science," and answers it with character"

is

vigor in the aflfirmative.
easily explained

common
means

when one

"

How

the query arises," says he,

considers the erroneousness of the

conception of the term science, the failure to provide the

of proper physiological

knowledge

in

our plans of primary

education, the deplorable condition of medical education,
lastly, the

and

and Indian

A

;

Advancement

of Science,

Parallel in Planes of Culture,"

December Popular

is

upon "

Our readers

Science Monthly.

will

Amer-

Israelite

concluded

in

find

it

the

an

interesting chapter of research in comparative religion.

The Canadian Methoiiisl Quarterly is admirably conducted.
With much containecr in the present number we naturally do not
agree.
Of especial interest to us are the articles " Physical Eduby Dr. BE. McKenzie, and "The Relation of the Bible to
Mental Culture," by the Rev. W. Galbraith. Mr. Galbraith's estimate is unquestionably overdrawn.
The Bible, especially the
Old Testament, all will acknowledge, is one of the grandest monuments of literature. But Christian civilization is not the product
wholly of Bible inspiration.
Natural conditions have surely con-

cation,

"

tributed a

little.

Another monthly magazine, The Arena, has appeared. It is
edited by Mr. B. O. Flower, published by the Arena Publishing
Co., Pierce Building, Copley Square, Boston, and costs S5.00 a
of

modern thought,

It is to

bs a "great, progressive exponent

giving special prominence to the leading moral,

and economic problems that are to-day so profoundly agitatThe opening article is by the Rev. Minot. J. Savage,
" Agencies that are working a Revolution in Theology," The re-

social,

ligious question, in fact, occupies

The Arena.

much

space in the

first

number

Rodes Buchanan writes upon the
" Development of Genius by Proper Education," and Rabbi Solomon Schindler upon " History in the Public Schools."
Prof. Joseph

NOTES.
Max

Court, with the

Miiller has offered for publication in

sole right of disposition, his "

the Science of Language, and

its

The Open

Three Lectures on

Place in General Education,"

recently delivered at the Oxford University Extension Meeting.

The
The

publication of Prof.
first will

appear

Max

Miiller's

in the following

Lectures will begin

number

Simultaneously with the appearance of

of

at

once.

The Open Court.

this

number will be
The little

published M. Th. Tibot's "Psychology of Attention."

work has been characterized by a French

critic as the most remarkable production, for the present year, of the French philoCertain parts (about one fourth of the whole) have
been published in our columns the chapter on " Ecstasy "appearIt has been translated with M. Ribot's especial
ing this week.
sanction. Orders will be received at our office. (The Open Court
Pub. Co. Price, 75 cents.)

sophical press

;

people of America.

merits the attention of

istic

Vision of Ste. Anne."

ican Association for the

Prof F.

Hamboldt Library,

and may be obtained for 30

We

"A

Pyle, and

Col. Garrick Mallery's address as Vice President of the

(Freidenker Pub. Co.,

felicitous.

by Dr. Wace, Prof. Huxley, and others, has been

reprinted by the

:

Howard

of

simple.

The remarkable series of papers constituting the controversy
" Christianity and Agnosticism," lately carried on in the Nineteenth Century,

tions

ing society."

translation of Dr. Esperanto's

The

D'Auray,"

year, or 50 cents a c jpy.

Lord Brougham," by Martha J Lamb,
contribution of interest in the December Miif^azim of
of

Ill

Accompan)ing the article, "The Pardon of Ste. Anne
in the December Scribner's, are two beautiful illustrathe frontispiece, "Breton Peasants at a Wayside Cross, by

the moral or

and

traces

COURT.

is

ignorance of what modern

scientific

and.

medicine has done

doing."

We acknowledge the receipt from Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein
and Co. (Paternoster Square, London) of a little pamphlet by
Frances Power Cobbe and Benjamin Bryan upon " Vivisection in
America." It is an appeal to the American people to stop the
practice of vivisection.
We wish that vivisection were unnecessary and dispensable
but that point is not demonstrated in the
pamphlet before us. Reference, however, is made to Mr. Lawson
Tait's work, " Uselessness of Vivisection, "published by the Victoria
Society (same publisher).
;

We

have received from Prof. E. D. Cope a reprint of a paper
American Philosophical Society,
entitled " An Outline of the Philosophy of Evolution." Says Pro" The system outlined in the preceding pages falls
fessor Cope
" within the field already cultivated by Schopanhauer and especi" ally by Hartmann.
This is distinguished from those occupied
"by the older metaphysicians in the important function assigned
" to will. The older schools, both idealistic and realistic, occupied
read, Oct. 4th, 1S89, before the

:

" themselves chiefly with the discussion of the principles of cog" nition.
The philosophy of evolution requires something more
" than this.
If there be anything beyond the world and human
"

life

on

it,

it

can be only discovered by an investigation of the
mind and matter. And if there be any nexus at

" nexus between

which the mind is not entirely subordinate, it is will. If
" there be any directive principle at the bottom of evolution it is
" to be found by research in this direction
The result is
" theistic and not atheistic, and optimistic and not pessimistic."
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